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"The AZ Insider" with Kathy Shayna Shocket: Get the inside scoop on Arizona's social scene and celebrity news.

 

This week: Guide dogs say thanks for party, Jewish Community Center hosts celebs and more...

“Thank you Don and Judy for the party it was PAW-sitively wonderful.” That’s what this dog is saying in giant kisses. The Labrador puppy was
one of the guests at Sunday’s party for Guide Dogs for the Blind. 

 Guests had the chance to meet some of the dogs, puppies in training and the volunteer puppy raisers.

The organization with campuses in San Rafael, California and Boring, Oregon breeds guide dogs and matches them with their visually impaired
soul mates. It’s supported entirely through private donations. Everything - from transportation to room and board, including training and all
support services—is free of charge to the blind or visually impaired student.

 

 

Back to Sunday’s party… As we were reminded- taking pictures when there are dogs and kids in the shot is always more challenging. But
sometimes the best shots are those which capture the unexpected.

And let’s give the thumbs up for the Jewish Community Center in Scottsdale’s Jewish Book and Cultural Fair! Especially Sandy Adler and 
Sylvia Gotlib and their volunteer committee. The weeklong fair boasted some great authors! Remember Jill Eikenberry and Michael Tucker?
The real life married couple starred together in the TV series “LA Law”. They dreamed of retiring and living in their 350 year old Italian villa. But
as Jill’s mother’s dementia progressed, the actors struggled with the guilt of leaving. Their candid story is captured in the wonderful book
Michael wrote “Family Meals Coming Together to Care for an Aging Parent.” Moving her mother to New York in the apartment across the hall
and the solution of moving their daughter, a caterer to New York to cook for grandma; brings the nuclear family together. Great book for a
holiday gift.

The JCC also hosted Martini’s and Chocolates with Jodyne Speyer who wrote “Dump Em – How to break up with anyone from your best friend
to your hairdresser.” Jodyne is a writer and recovering avoidant who has successfully dumped hundreds of people, not always on her own
behalf. She also shares the sense of humor of her sister Sarah Silverman.

Kathy Shayna Shocket is a Phoenix based writer. If you have a good item for The AZ Insider, you can email her at redkarpetgirl@aol.com.
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